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ABSTRACT

A stable ECR plasma was produced and sustained in HER mirror using

2450MHz Whistler wave. The parameters of the ECR plasma and their chaining

characters were studied in detail and were compared with those of the DC dis-

charge plasmas. The conclusion is that the ECR plasma is a high ionizability,

low temperature, middle density plasma, its peak density may much exceed the

cutoff density of the pump wave (when u » « ) and arrive at the order of

lQ12cm~3. The ECR plasma includes some high energy hot electrons

(20Kev-200Kev) and middle energy warm electrons « 20Kev). Those two kinds

of electron created some strong X-ray emissions In a wide frequency range.

The ECR plasma has higher edge density and can strongly interact with the wall.
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I. Introduction

Using the waves with high frequency, moderate power, we can ionize the neutral

gas in magnetic fusion devices by means of the electron cyclotron mechanism, and produce

some initial plasmas with certain temperature and density.This method is the ordinary

method used in varied fusion devices. For example,in the start up phase.of the Tokaroak

discharge,using ECR pre-ioniaed method,the riae speed of plasma current can be

accelerated, and so the Volt-Second number can be saved 1 > 2 J. The method of ECR ionlzation

also used to form the initial plasma in magnetic mirrors and the target plasmas

for H.B.injection.^

In recent years ECR plasma is used to clean the vacuum vessels of varied devices.

The result iB better than the general method. DC discharge Method. The ECR method

can not only remove the light impurities which attach to the wall, but also

remove the water effectively. This method has been considered a good one for cleaning

Since one or two years ago, ECR method has played an important role in material

research which is used in the fusion reactors. Using the strong interaction between

ECR plasmas and wall,a kind of film of certain material con baformal on the wall,

and such film can make the wall satisfy the need for fusion reactors *'.

So it is very important to study the ECR plasma itself.

We used a 2450Mfe Ha(*netron launcher to produce the Whistler Have in the HIS

mirror. This wave produced and heated the ECR plasmas and we investigated the

parameters and the changes of this plasmas,compared it with the DC plasmas. The

results are very interesting.

In section 2,we will give the device and experimental arrangement. Section

3 gives a rough theory of the exciting,transmission and absorption of the waves-.

Section. A will give the experimental results and some discussion is given in >

Section 5>

This dor ice is an axisyra-

2. The device and the Erpqrimantal

The experiment is carried out in HER Mirror device,

metric simple mirror. Its parameters are:

L{Mirror to Mirror)

R (the radius of the vacuum chamber)

Rg(the mirror ratio)

60cm(chancable)

12cm

1.5-4(ehaneable)

2.5-3 T.(pulse)

0.25-0.3 T (DC)
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Use a. Magnetron launcher to inject the microwave into the mirror

device through its end window. The power of the wave is about O.5-5KW.and the

transmitter and antenna are the regular waveguides with dimension 12cm. The micro-

wave window is made of PTPE (polytetrafluoroethylene)* The H1(, Mode wave was in-

jected into the device through this window. If the magnetic field is suitable the

wave is in cyclotron resonance with the free electrons which were accelerated and

ionized the cas(H2) and the plasma was formed.

In the experiment,we used several diagnostic m«thodst they are:

* 8mm microwave interferometer, to measure the plasma average density.

, Movable probes in the radtal direction,to measure the plasma density

and electron temperature and their radial profile.

* Honochromator,to measure the intensity of varied lines which were

launched from the plasmas,(for example H^ ,H^ . . . ) •

'The hard X—ray detector at higher energy rang,to measure the intensity

of X-ray emission(20Kev-600,Kev) from the plasmas.

'The hard X-ray detector at lower energy ranij,to measure the intensity

of X-ray emission from the plasmas.(5Kev-2OKev). And these two kinds of detectors

can count the numbers of the X-ray photons.

In this experiment,there is a DC power supply and an electrode in the

vacuum chamber, so that it is very convenient to produce the DC discharge
plasmas.

The arrangment of this experiment is shown in Pig.I.

3. The exciting, transmission,and abaorption of waves

The 2450MHz H.- wave was transmitted in rectangular waveguide and was

launched by the rectangular wavaguidB also. The wave passed through the

microwave window into the chamber. This kind of antenna can make the wave to

form the "pencil beam". So,in our experiment the wave trananltted approximately

parallel to the magnetic field.

In the frequency rang of tO*~u)t* ,the transmission of waves Bhould satisfy

the Appletron-Hartree dispersion relation,(8)
2 U^^/l ^ ^

( 2 )

A =
- - j

£ . the angle between K(wave vector)and ^(magnetic f ield).

(4)

UJ/'e' **̂ '"' ^ 6 . K. jjf t^are the electron plasma frequency,the ion pla
frer;uency,the electron cyclotron frernaency,the values of wave vector, the
refraction coefficent of plasmas and the phase velocity of waves respectively.

In the case of quasi longitudinal transndaton ,the dispersion relation can
be reduced to:

N = I -

^ I -

(QL-L Mode)

( QL-R Mode)

(5)

(6)

They are called left-handed wave and right-handed waves respectively.
The characteristics of the transmission and absortion of these waves are;

(1) FPft QL-L Mode;
whenu><<t>c; ,be able to transmit, V < c slow-uave.

2
wheniL>=fe>c. ,resonance absorption, K -*v .

whenj4j,<w<u, ,be not able to transmit, ( cut off) .
vhenu>n^i tbe able to transmit, V >c,fast wave.
whenb>»k), , V -fC, become ordinary electro-magnetic wave.

(2) Par QL-R Mode:
when u<*Jt, ,be able to transmit, V<C, slow wave,

when i*> = «t>t» ,resonance absorption, H •»••.

e not able to transmit, ( cut off).

HHflJ l-Jtu>t ?be able;to transmit, V > C?faat wave.
? ( t V -*Ct become,ordinary eletitro-magnetic wave.

^! are the low density and hi-^i density cut-off frequencies
respectively. They are:

Where, o< = shows the characteristics of the QL wave3.
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In our experiment,the transmission area was Delected the range of
so that the component of left handed wave i s the fast wave, which would transmit through
the plasmas and out of i t through the window at the other end* But the compo-
nent of right wave i s the Whistler wave.it can transmit in the plasmas and
when i t goes into the area of (i>=u>ct , i t will be absorbed strongly by the plasmas.

Prom fi}.(6) ,we see that the transmission of the Whistler wave depends on
the magnetic field only and IB not related to the plasma density. So the Whistler
wave can be uBed to heat the plasmas which hare lower parameters. Because the
magnetic field of mirrors i s opened,it i s convenient to use the WhiBtler wave
to heat the mirror plasmas.

•I. Some results of the experiment
At different experiment conditions,we measured the plasma parameters,the

emissions and X-ray emissions from plasmas on ECR discharge and DC discharge respec-
tively. The results are interesting and important.

When the U> * **^«layer( B~875O,)ejcistB in the vacuum chamber and the pressure
of gaa( H? ) i s proper,the microwave can produce the ECR plasmas.(Pig.3)
Prom Pig.3i wo see that the plasma signal* underwent a large rise and fa l l , i t is
because the fluctuation of the magnetic field.

Ch^rsinc the current of the magnetic field,IM,the positions of each
different resonance layerB were changed. Flg./I gave two typical cases, the
Pi^.4a i s the case that the u»- ***layer i s in the middle plane area of the
device and the «o *tU>tt layers do not exist in the vacuum chamber. Fig.4b gave
another case that the i*?c *«Jfc« layers ar» located in the two side areas of the
mirror device and the U>=zu>tt layers are in the middle plane area.

,f.l The ECH plasma
(l) The relations between plasma density and magnetic field

Pi;>5 shows the relations between plasma density in the periphery and the magnetic
field. It shows that \A\enu>wU>tt layer i s located in the middle area
( l'»25OA),the density, is the M<2iest,ari(i when O : u r t i s not in the vacuum
chamber̂  I i s too'snail or too larj^eKthe plasma density n , i s near zero.

* M e

In this case,**;!? ionizing did not appear.
(?) The effect of .-as pressure to thn plasma airamotera.

ft. The change of the plasma density following the f̂ is pressure in differ-
ent magnetic fields.

FMtf.o shows the change of the plasma density in the peripheral area (r "10cm)
attwo different maj^ietic field configurations. When the gas pressure is changing. It is

very obvious that there exists a best gas pressure range and at different
magnetic fields this best range Isa]a> different. The difference between the densities
in different cases can reach one order.

B. In different radial positions, the tendency of changing of the plasma
density i s not the same. In lower gas pressure range(P0»' 10 Torr.),the gradient
of the plasma density i s lower and the plasma density in the edge area
is comparatively hitler• (in the best condition,it can reach 10 cm order)

When the pressure rose,the density in the edge area fell down! But in
the centre area,the plasma density rose followed the gas pressure. This
phenomenon was shown in Fig.7•

(3) The effect of microwave power to the plasma parameters
In a certain gas pressure and magnetic field,change the microwave power

and detect the average intensity of H<emission along the device axis and measure the
ion current in the peripheral area by a probe. It i s shown that, when the microwave
power rises, the intensity of Remission becomes stronger too. This phenomenon
can be considered that the plasma density in the centre area i s rising followed
the microwave power, ( i t i s known that the electron temperature did not change
very much according the probe signals.) This character was shown in Fig. 8.

But, at the sane tine we used the probe to mesure the plasma density in the peripheral
area. It i s shown that when the wavepower rises, the density in this
area fal ls downf It i s opposite to that of centre areas. Pifj.9 shows this
phenomenon.

(4) The X-ray emission from ECR plasma
Use crystal detector, plastic detector respectively to measure the intensities

of higher energy hard X-ray emission(l5-60OKev) and lower energy hard X-ray
amission(5-15Kev) from the ECH plasmas.

A. Hlflher energy hard X-ray emiB3ion(l5-600Kev)

The hard X-ray emission from plasmas can reflect the characteristics of the
hot electron groups with higher temperature (T ~5*-2OQKev) in plasmaB. The tem-
perature and density of'the hot electrons can effect the spectrum and the in-
tensity of X-ray emission. This hi(»her temperture hot electrons were formed by
ECHH heating in U>=zu>t* area.

Prom F*i{>I0twe can know that the hard X-ray emission was corresponding to
the existence of plasmas. The emission intensity ^ A t was effected by the gas
pressure and magnetic field.(pi£>ll.a,b)

- 5 -
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It Is shown -that the hard X-ray intensity is very sensitive to tha gas pres-

sure. In l o w gas pressure.the X-rajr intensity is stronger.

The positions of the resonance layers also effected the X-ray emission.

Proa Fig.II.btit ia shown that when Ig was in the raige of 17OA-20CA,the

hard I-ray intanaity was stronger than other ranges. The Ij, ta^eof 17O-2OQ4

was corresponding to the positiona that the U> = Zt*^waa in the middle plane

area.(Fig.4b)

B. Lower energy hard X-ray amiBaion(5Kev-15Kav)

Use a plastic detector to measure the lower energy hard X-ray emission,

The lower energy hard X-ray was produced by the Middle temperature hot

electrons produced by the mechanism of electron cyclotron resonance heating.

In our experiment it was shorn that this middle temperature hot electrons

ware formed in theWsu^c area.

Pig.12 shows thattaa the higher energy hot electrons,the lower energy

hot electrons oorraspond to the existing of ECU plasaas too. Pig.13 gave

the ahanging tendency of the lower energy hard X-ray emission in tvio

different magnetic fields. (250A and 180A) In these two cases, it was shown

that the X-ray emissions were sensitive to the gas pressure. When the gas

pressure was between 3.5 x 10 -7 x 10 Torr., the lower energy hard X-ray

emission was the strangest. At higher ga> pressure range, the X-ray emission

fell down rapidly.

For the magnetic field,the lower energy hard X-ray emission was much

stronger in the raige of 1^-2501 than the range of L.-I80A. The former corres-

ponds to the magnetic field shorn in Fig.4a,and the other corresponds

to the Pig.4b.

So,we can obtain the conclusions that the lower energy hard X-ray emission

were formed in the fundamental resonance area ((*)=Hi ) by ECRH and the higher

energy hard X-ray emissions were formed in the second harmonic resonance

area (»»2t*>,«) from the higher temperature electrons produced by the ECRH

mechanism also.

4.2 The DC plasma

DC. discharge is the ordinary method to clean the vacuum chamber wall.™'

Jtbout the DC plasmatthere ware some detail description. In order to compare

the ECR plasma and the DC plasma,the DC discharge was carried out and the

parameters of the DC plasmas was measured.

(1) The gas pressure must be highor(5xl0~a-7xlo'*^rorr.) for DC discharge.

-7-

This pressure iB much higher than BCR discharge about 2-3 orders.

(2) There exists a best gas pressure range for DC discharge,too.(Pig.I4)

In our experiment, the bast pressure was in the range of a-iUClT'orr.

(3) The radial profile of the plasma density ot DC discharge was generally a

parabola. The plasma density in the centre area can reach IxIO am ,

which is higher than that in peripheral area. The change tendency of density is

the same in whole radial profils.(Fig.I5,l6) It is different from ECR plasma,

(see Pig.7)

(4) The relations between the discharge current and the parametara of

the DC pla

A. Following the rising of the discharge current,the plasma density n

rises too. When the discharge currant reached 7A,the density began

saturating. The saturation phenomenon appeared in the centre area firstly.

B. Following the rising of the discharge current,the electron temperature

rises slowly. (Fig.IT)

(5) In any cage,there is no X-ray emission from the DC discharge plasma.

It is obvious that in the DC discharge plasmas there exists no mechanism

which can heat the aleotrona continuously and make the electrons hotter and

hotter aa in the ECS plasmas.

(6) Proa the probe signals,it was known that, the float

slectric potential of the DC plasmas can reach 200-300V. It attributes to the

meohanism of DC discharge. The float potential(Vf) ia related to the dis-

charge current and the gas pressure. The existence of this large float

voltage formed a strong bombardment to the wall by the ions. This is an

obvious character of the DC plasmas.

5. DiBCUBBion

5.1 Tha comparison of the ECR plasma and the DC plasma.

(1) ECR plasma and DC discharge plasma are both low temperature

plasmas. The electron temperature of these two kinds of plasma is only

several ev.

(2) The parameters of the two kinds of plasma both1 relate to the

gas pressure sensitively. There exist the best gas pressures for the two

kinds of plasma. . The range of those bast gas pressures are;

For ECR discharge, 3 x 1 0 — 1

For Dc discharge,

-1x10 Torr •

2x10 2—3x10
Torr.
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(3) The density of the SCR plasma i s such higher than the DC d i s -
charge plasm.. At the best gas pressures for both the two kindB of plasmas,
the plasma densities are:

pli

DC plum,

cm"3 (centre area.).

0.5—2xlO10 cm"3 (edge area).

l-3xI010 caf3 (oentrearea).

l-3xlo9 cm"3 (edge area).

So the DC discharge plaaaa i s a weakly ionised plasma,for which the
ionisability i s smaller than O.l^t. But,the ECR plasma is a strongly ionized
plaaaa,the ionisability can reach 2o-5o %.

(4) At lower pressures and ouitable magnetic fiald.ECR diacharge
can fora some higher temperature hot eleotrona(20—aeveral hmdred Kev)
and acme moderate temperature hot electrons( < 20Kev). Th*sn t-wo kinds
of hot electrons Here produced by different mechanisms respectively. The
former i s produced in the second harmonic resonance layer by the ECRH
aechaniaa(UJ?2k?(t) and the latter i s foraed in the fundeoental resonance
layer( uJ=U>et) by the ECRH •echaniaa also. The aoderate tanperature hot
electrons just right become the source of the higher temperature hot e lec-
tions .

The DC discharge did not produce any hot electrons.

(5) The DC diacarfte mat uae «i elactrode.no ita float voltage can
reach aeveral Hndred vo l t s . Thie float voltage forna a strong bombardaent
to the wall. Tet the SCR discharge does not use such electrodes,ita float
voltage i s only several tens volts and i t s space voltage i s about in the
several negative tens volts range.(rule out the effect of the probe) So
i t i s not as the DC dischargetthe wall does not undergo strong bombard-
Bent.

5.2 At suitable discharge conditions .the ECR plaawa produced by

Whistler wave can esut strong X«ray with wide spectraa band. I t ia
inportant to study this kind of X-ray source.

5.3 We have formed a etable.very long pnlae length(aeveral Min.)
hot electron plasmas using the Whistler wave. This plasma can be used as a funda-
mental condition to study the physical processes of the hot electron plasmas
in mirror devices. Such as the plasma instability of the cold and the hot

-9-

ccmiponerrta.the particle and energy transport,the interaction of wave-

plassas, ...... could be studied in this stable ECR plasmas.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l The arrangement of the Whistler Wave ECR Plasma Experiment.

Fig.2 The dispersion relation or K/S, cold plasma simulation.

Fig.3 The saturate Ion current detected by probe (r - 10.5cm).

The fluctuation of plasmas were because the fluctuation of

the magnetic field.

Fig.A Two different magnetic field configurations and positions of

resonance layers, (a) I M - 250A. (b) IH - 180A.

Fig.5 The changing tendency of the plasma density in the edge area

following the magnetic field. (RH - 2.1)

Fig.6 The edge plasma density followed the gas pressure (R̂ , • 2.1,

t - 10cm).

Fig.7 The plasm* density radial profile in two different gas pressures.

Fig.8 The change of the H a emissions from the plasmas followed

the microwave power.

Fig.9 The change of the plasma density near the wall followed

the microwave power.

Fig.10 The hard X-ray emission and the H o emission from the ECR

plasmas. (200A, 5 x l0'*Torr. 0.5KW).

Fig.11 The relations between the hard X-ray emission and the gas pressure,
the magnetic field.
(a) The curve of Ixfit <" Po> at different magnetic fields.

(b) The curve of Ix4t *> IH, at different gas pressure.

Fig.12 The non-continuous hard X-ray emission corresponding the

plasmas fluctuation.

Fig.13 At two different magnetic fields the count of the lower energy

hard X-ray changed with the gas pressure (P^^ - 1KH).

Fig.14 At r - 7cra, the density of the DC plasmas changed with the

gas pressure.

Fig.15 The radial profile of the plasma density of the DC plasmas.

Fig.16 At different radial positions the density of DC plasmas changed

with the gas pressure.

Fig.17 At different radial positions the temperature of DC plasmas changed
with the discharge cuiirent.
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